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Commercial
Enterprises
Iron Bow Technologies provides IT solutions that optimize your work environment. We have
built a team of tenured technology and project management experts with access to the most
trusted and innovative solutions on the market.
Through an unbiased consultative approach, Iron Bow assists you in assessing potential
solutions, designing optimal future end-states, and acquiring new technologies. We take a
holistic view of your IT investments and collaborate with all stakeholders from start to finish,
to ensure our solutions are based on your requirements and not manufacturer agendas.

Industry Ranking
• CRN Solution Provider 500, Tech Elite 250 & Managed Services Provider – Managed Security
100 (consecutive years)

• Washington Post Top Workplaces (consecutive years)
• Virginia Business Best Places to Work in Virginia
• Washington Technology Top 100 (consecutive years)

Key Credentials
• ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 27001:2013 Certified
• Strategic Manufacturer Partnerships
• Cisco Gold Partner and Master Certification in Data Center and Hybrid Cloud, Security,
Master Cloud and Managed Services Provider, as well as Architecture Specialization in Data
Center, Collaboration and Enterprise Networking

• Cisco Americas U.S. East – Commercial Mid-Atlantic Partner of the Year
• Cisco Americas U.S. Public Sector: Architecture Excellence Award

wireless
If you have not updated your wireless network within the last year, there are significant
technology advancements you are missing out on that relate to security and improved
user experience. Legacy networks were not designed to keep up with the workforce of today,
with average users connecting three or more devices at a time. At Iron Bow, our architects
view wireless as a network connection point, a business optimization tool and a marketing
facility. Imagine being able to pull and analyze data from your wireless network and then
seamlessly adjust the entire network to better meet the realities of your user base. We can help
get you there. Through an assessment oriented approach, we begin by conducting a detailed
review of your wireless LAN and technology requirements. Working with your network staff, Iron
Bow engineers will carefully walk through your technical requirements, previous and perceived
constraints, current processes and policies, deployment strategies and ultimately what your
future demands will be. From all of this we can assist in matching you to the most appropriate
technologies on the market to ensure that your next wireless solution is not only future-proof
but also in line with budgetary and financial goals.

All Access Wi-Fi on Campus
A rurual university campus was plagued with poor wireless connectivity. Heavy demand and
weather-related failure meant the school had to act quickly to give students and faculty
the online access they needed in 29 buildings and two large science laboratories. Iron Bow
implemented a solution that included self-healing access points and central management. With
this new configuration the IT team can troubleshoot problems from anywhere on campus ensuring
everyone has access to on campus Wi-Fi.

Collaboration
Today's anywhere, always-on culture, collaboration technologies have become a key element
of employee productivity. The flexibility of VoIP, the availability of presence and on demand
video solutions, as well as the accessibility to shared online workspaces has made it easier for
dispersed teams to work how and when they want. Iron Bow's collaboration experts bring a
holistic understanding of the network to ensure voice and video traffic increases, as well as the
addition of new business applications, does not affect your overall technology infrastructure.

Moving up the Collaboration Ladder
A law firm originally retained Iron Bow to upgrade from an analog phone system to a VoIP system.
Iron Bow supported the VoIP roll out and maintenance and the firm saw the scalability they had
expected. As new collaboration solutions were released that were compatible with the VoIP
technology, Iron Bow introduced them to the firm as a way to further their productivity. Working
together new collaboration solutions were introduced to the system and the users with the
expected productivity results. Over time the firm has transitioned into using a full collaboration
portfolio including instant messaging, content sharing, video and mobile worker support. Recently,
the firm merged with another entity and their collaboration suite was quickly assessed to be the
best solution for the larger entity to use moving forward.

Video Conferencing and Audio Visual
60% of all communication is visual.* Collaboration technologies are now allowing us to tap into
the visual aspect of communication across dispersed teams. From streaming video, to fully
integrated room systems, to telepresence, to Video on Demand (VOD) and beyond, technology
innovations enable us to work more efficiently and effectively. Iron Bow Audio Visual (AV) and
Collaboration solution architects can assist you in assessing your current and future needs and
design solutions that best protect existing investments while leveraging new technologies that
help to optimize your users’ overall AV experience. Our team of implementation engineers and
project managers can deliver a complete AV system from the simplest install to an enterprisewide distribution system and all of the aspects in between.
*Source: Brain Rules

Creating an Immersive Video Experience
An association serving the business and public affairs needs of the online entertainment
and gaming industry required a new a new audio visual experience to support its divisible
conference room and a sophisticated “entry tunnel” entrance to their suite as part of a
relocation. The client really wanted to make a statement to its members and prospects
starting from the minute they entered the new office suite. Iron Bow created a “video entry
tunnel” to give visitors the feeling of being involved in an actual game being projected. Our
AV experts engineered a solution that uses short throw laser projection to deliver the optimal
experience while coming in under budget. In addition to the entry tunnel, Iron Bow and
partner, Onyx, provided a gaming museum, A/V Boardroom, Conference rooms and more.
Solutions included a 3x3 (55” LG) gaming wall and several 1x3 (55” LG) display areas. The
client now has the showplace they wanted that showcases their commitment to the industry.

Networking
The network is the backbone of your entire IT architecture and yet, in many cases it may also be
the oldest part of your technology infrastructure. Network technology and investments need to be
optimized, secured and designed to meet today’s business needs. Iron Bow looks at the network
in the context of business goals to provide a modern approach to traditional networking. We
recommend the best use of resources to enable multi-media collaboration, mobile connectivity,
data center optimization and network visibility and monitoring. Our team understands how to
apply the principles of software-defined networking to all aspects of your IT infrastructure to help
future-proof the network. We balance the needs of competing enterprise technologies to optimize
network performance.

New Office, New Network
As part of an office move, a law firm had been planning to re-engineer their existing local and
wide area networks as well as their Internet access to provide the firm with enhanced availability,
performance and access to applications. In order to meet a very broad set of requirements, Iron
Bow implemented a fully redundant solution that involved an MPLS network, WAN acceleration
technologies, consolidated Internet migration and firewalls. The team also implemented SIP
trunking via AT&T’s MPLS network to support PSTN access from their existing Cisco Unified
Communications Manager which supported their voice communications across all of their sites. As
a result of this approach and solution, the firm experienced a vast improvement in their network –
both from a performance as well as an access perspective. Additionally, this implementation has
given them greater ease of management of their applications and network.

Cyber Security
While mobile, cloud and virtualization technologies have led to enhanced business productivity
they’ve also led to new attack vectors that provide lucrative targets for malicious actors. With
more devices and systems connecting to an organizations’ network than ever before, the security
conversation has changed dramatically. It is no longer a question of if but when your network will
be breached. Our comprehensive approach to cyber security looks at your entire infrastructure and
takes into account how your users access and consume data, applications and network resources.
Our security experts provide support throughout the process of selecting and implementing
security solutions. Iron Bow’s tenured and certified staff can assist you with all of your needs
around network vulnerability and defense, policy enforcement, data access management and
control, threat visibility and prevention, incident remediation and ultimately ensure that your
security agenda is in line with your desired outcomes.

Discovering Vulnerabilities
Most organizations have well-defined security practices that have been in place for years without a
major incident. This does not mean that they are completely secure. Our vulnerability assessments
take a deeper look at network traffic to discover anomalies that may not impact performance or
security today, but pose a threat nonetheless. In one case, we discovered, through a combination
of raw data and user interviews, a client was open to malicious actors via several well-known
and well-used workarounds. The weakness had not been targeted yet, but posed a huge risk.
Iron Bow provided a detailed network vulnerability assessment and developed a prioritized plan
for increasing the client’s security posture that dramatically shrunk the potential attack vectors,
increased visibility and aligned with their current budget.

Data Center
New technologies are transforming the expectations we have of our IT, and the data center
must change to keep up with digitalization trends and benefits. From micro-segmentation to
virtualization to cloud, Iron Bow is fully capable and certified on the latest technologies and
trends. We can help you make sense of it all and provide the right solution for your current
and future requirements. We take an interactive approach by evaluating current investments,
stakeholder needs and business objectives to update the data center in the way that works
for your organization. Our solutions are customized to meet your needs and can result in
increased efficiency, strategic virtualization of key aspects, cloud based management profiles
and ultimately a better overall data center experience.

Learning from Mistakes
The Iron Bow team assessed the electrical and mechanical systems directly supporting a 10,000SF
data center facility to determine the events and issues that led to a data center system failure. As
part of this assessment, the team reviewed the design standards and plans for the data center
expansion that was in progress, evaluated mechanical and electrical systems for vulnerability,
reliability and single points of failure, conducted a critical infrastructure tier level evaluation of the
data center and reviewed commissioning plans. The assessment found that the failure occurred
during the commissioning (Cx) of some new UPS systems as part of an electrical expansion. We
reviewed their design documents, commissioning and testing plans and Methods of Procedure
(MOPs). As a result, the team made numerous suggestions covering a range of areas including
their design drawings and specs, Cx and testing procedures, product/system settings and local
city/county inspectors having jurisdiction (AHJ).

Managed Services
Iron Bow's managed service offering, IronCareTM, provides you with enterprise technical
support, remote monitoring, management and maintenance of technology solutions and
systems enabling you to stay focused on your core mission. IronCare coverage is provided by
our U.S.-based 24/7/365 Client Service Center (CSC) team in Chantilly, VA. IronCare service
methodologies are based on Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) best practices,
ensuring the highest level of support for our clients’ IT environments 24/7/365.

IronCare Device as a Service (DaaS) streamlines device lifecycle management while
optimizing device-related costs and reducing enterprise risk. IronCare DaaS moves the costs
associated with devices from capex to a predictable opex model.
IronCare Infrastructure as a Service allows organizations to consume on-premise
infrastructure in a pay-as-you-grow model.
IronCare Managed Unified Communications draws on our rich legacy of designing, deploying
and managing UC solutions to ensure your teams stay connected.
IronCare Managed Wireless provides a comprehensive solution for wireless networks to
ensure availability, performance and scalability to meet day-to-day and future demands.
IronCare Managed Network maintains network environments including campus
environments, software defined networking, fabric switching and traditional LAN/WAN.
IronCare Managed SD-WAN assumes responsibility for handling the end-to-end monitoring
and management of policies, accessibility and connectivity availability, ensuring a high
performing WAN environment.
IronCare Managed Telehealth understands complex workflows, and the critical nature of
healthcare environments. The Iron Bow team streamlines the deployment and management
of telehealth solutions while optimizing device-related costs and reducing enterprise risk.
IronCare Partner Support Services (PSS) delivers maintenance support services on Cisco
devices. With IronCare PSS you receive the same expertise, response SLAs and warranty
support as you would from Cisco SmartNet with the addition of our U.S.-based team’s
intimate knowledge of your supported components.
Iron Bow’s Unified Communications Manager Cloud (UCM) for Government and Commercial
(formerly Hosted Collaboration Solutions for Government, HCS-G), powered by Cisco. Designed
to meet federal mandates but is applicable in enterprise environments. Reduces costs and
easily connects end users on any device, resulting in reduced IT complexity. A cost effective
and secure answer to accelerated adoption of cloud services.

healthcare
The healthcare industry is challenged to find new ways to maximize resources, drive
performance and achieve better patient outcomes – all while reducing cost of healthcare
delivery. Proper diagnosis, rapid time to treatment and ongoing communication between
providers and patients offer the best chance for positive outcomes. The fragmented nature of
our healthcare system – with hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, primary care providers, home
health agencies, diagnostic facilities and other entities involved throughout the continuum
of care – can hinder collaboration. As a result, adverse events happen, complications and
readmissions occur, quality improvements suffer and critical information is overlooked.
Technology is playing a vital role in addressing these challenges and Iron Bow Healthcare
Solutions is at the forefront. Iron Bow has been providing IT solutions to government,
industry and healthcare organizations for over 30 years. Our technology expertise combined
with our extensive healthcare industry and workflow knowledge enables our delivery of
scalable telemedicine programs to meet your unique needs.
Through Ironbow's IronCare, we are uniquely positioned to not only provide telehealth
solutions but to help take the burden of running them off of organizations. Through our
managed service offerings, Iron Bow can assume responsibility for the management of
telehealth technology including security updates and patching, software updates, help desk
and troubleshooting as well as warranty management.

Iron Bow’s Virtual Care Solutions
CLINiC
The Clinical Care Device (CLINiC™) supports audio, video and content
sharing in a purpose-built, mobile station. The intuitive icon-driven
interface makes it easy for providers and patients to use. Perfect for
deployments where space is at a premium, the CLINiC can attach to
an existing medical cart, integrate within a new cart, be fitted to a
wall or mounted arm, or used as a standalone unit.

MEDiC
The Mobile Exam Device Case (MEDiC™) brings healthcare to the field
and provides a wide spectrum of telehealth services in a portable,
lightweight and ruggedized case. The MEDiC supports clinical
consultations where mobile telehealth applications can be used to
enhance patient care and medical access including ambulatory care,
community-based healthcare, K-12 and many others.

MedView
MedView™ is designed to deliver enterprise telehealth capabilities
to each patient room at unparalleled affordability. MedView’s small
form factor couples with existing in-patient room infotainment
displays for video consultation. Specific applications include patient
monitoring/e-sitting, multi-specialty visits, general consult, tele
ICU, e-rounding, virtual family visits, care coordination and patient
education. MedView can be used in hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, long-term care facilities,
urgent care facilities, ambulatory surgery centers, physician practice offices and countless other
care settings.
The CLINiC, MEDiC and MedView can be tailored to provide a platform for “remote expertise” outside
of the healthcare arena including use for remote tech support, recruiting interviews or training.

STRONG
FLEXIBLE

TARGETED
STRONG.
Technical expertise in leading and emerging technologies – we understand how
to make technology live up to its promise.

FLEXIBLE.
From managed service offerings to standard hardware procurement, we'll work
with you to get the right technology deployed for your organization.

TARGETED.
We work to understand your business and workflow so that solutions conform to
your business, creating strong buy-in from users.
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